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Responsibility

Can kelp farming �x the planet?
Experts weigh in on promises and
pitfalls

17 April 2023
By Lisa Jackson

Expert panelists discuss the possibilities and challenges of
kelp farming in addressing food security, climate change
and socioeconomic issues
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Global interest in kelp farming has surged in recent years, with a growing number of advocates hailing
it as a panacea for environmental and socioeconomic woes. Many kelp farmers and seaweed
champions make bold claims about how the industry can address a range of global challenges: from
remedying food security issues to mitigating climate change to bringing jobs to coastal communities.

However, the evidence to support such claims is fairly thin and many knowledge gaps exist. The
question remains: Can kelp truly deliver on these promises?

This was the topic of discussion at “Kelp Farming: Promises, Pitfalls and What We Still Don’t Know” – a
recent webinar hosted by Hakai magazine and the Ocean Decade Collaborative Center for the
Northeast Paci�c (https://oceandecadenortheastpaci�c.org/). Featuring three expert panelists, the
event delved into the debate surrounding kelp farming and explored challenges and unanswered
questions about this emerging industry.

‘Scratching the surface’ of seaweed’s potential
There’s no doubt that seaweed is a rising star in the blue foods economy. According to recent market
research (https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2022/07/18/2481155/0/en/Seaweed-
Cultivation-Market-is-expected-to-rise-at-a-CAGR-of-7-8-by-the-end-of-2032-Persistence-Market-
Research.html), the seaweed cultivation market is projected to rise at a compound annual growth rate
of 7.8 percent by the end of 2032. The uptick is partly fueled by consumer demand, as more people
shift toward plant-based diets, but also as a nature-based solution to climate change. But the panelists
cautioned against getting overly optimistic about its potential.

Is kelp farming a panacea for global challenges? A panel of seaweed
experts discussed promises, pitfalls and knowledge gaps. Photo by
Brittney Honisch.
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(https://www.deviseafoods.com)

“We know that kelp can do all these fantastic things – carbon capture and nutrient uptake as a part of
their kind of basic metabolic activities,” said panelist Jennifer Clark, a phycologist and the chief science
o�cer at Cascadia Seaweed, the largest kelp cultivator in Canada. “Everybody wants kelp to be this
silver bullet that’s going to feed the world and solve climate change. But we still need to learn more
about permanent carbon sequestration, and we probably can’t uptake everything that we want to take
out of the oceans.”

As Clark emphasized, the kelp aquaculture sector is not currently in the position to produce the amount
of kelp needed to reduce nutrients from the ocean. However, in British Columbia, she is seeing some
emerging research related to using kelp as a temporary habitat for migrating �sh.

“A researcher, Dr. Colin Bates, is looking at kelp farms as a potential refuge for migrating salmon and
forage �sh,” said Clark. “Those data are very informative to see whether kelp farms can provide at least
a temporary shelter for �sheries and other forage �sh.”

Dr. Nichole Price, a marine ecologist at Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences in Maine, has been
researching kelp aquaculture since 2014, initially starting with climate mitigation.

Rebecca Martone from Ocean Decade Collaborative Center NE Paci�c (top left); Nichole Price from
Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences (top right); Jennifer Clark from Cascadia Seaweed (bottom left);
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“We’ve had some exciting results looking at farming kelp and mussels together,” said Price, who was a
panelist on the webinar. “But that turned into questions about what’s happening to that CO2 that the
kelp is absorbing. Where does it go and what does that mean for global warming?”

It led to a collaborative research initiative, which involved taking sediment core samples from beneath
22 kelp farms worldwide. The goal was to study the deposition rate of �aked-off seaweed bits, with the
hope that sunken seaweed would become incorporated into the sediment and permanently removed
from the global carbon cycle.

“There is evidence of potential carbon deposition and sequestration underneath certain kelp farms,”
said Price. “But the certainty of whether or not that carbon is getting sequestered depends on lots of
factors, like the size and the age of the farm, how much kelp is being grown, whether or not the
exposure or circulation patterns around that farm end up removing the �xed CO2 and tissues and
placing it elsewhere or storing it there. So we are just really scratching the surface of being able to
understand the carbon sequestration processes that can happen from a natural kelp farm growing
cycle.”

According to Price, the impact of dumping large amounts of seaweed on the sea�oor is currently
unknown, leading to concerns about using kelp for carbon sequestration.

“There are small experiments that are starting to happen at Bigelow, and I’m aware of some happening
elsewhere in the world to try to �ll those knowledge gaps,” she said.

While questions linger about sinking seaweed, Price thinks “more critically” about how kelp products
could serve farmers in various markets while simultaneously contributing to climate mitigation. For
instance, feeding seaweed to livestock can help suppress methane burps
(https://www.globalseafood.org/advocate/bee�ng-up-seaweed-production-to-green-up-beef/)
generated by the animals; exploring kelp as a biofuel; and advancing research on the possibility of
producing bioplastics and building materials from kelp while leading to carbon sequestration.

“In the end, what is really needed – which is a major gap – is some very robust lifecycle assessments
that compare the various pathways for the kelp product and how it’s best used to help address climate
change scenarios,” said Price.

and Dune Lankard from Native Conservancy (bottom right).
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‘We’re trying to navigate how to be sustainable’
Although touted as a benevolent industry, seaweed farming is not immune to facing ethical,
environmental and social justice dilemmas. As the industry expands, concerns about infringing on
Indigenous sovereignty arise. Panelist Dune Lankard, an Eyak Athabaskan �sher, activist, and founding
president of Native Conservancy, is currently involved with a “Kelp Now” listening tour to solicit
feedback on mariculture from Indigenous peoples across Alaska.

“They were concerned about mariculture coming to a shoreline near them soon,” said Lankard. “What
we’re witnessing is an actual modern-day land claim on the ocean. It’s about ocean rights, water rights,
self-determination and sovereignty. So I feel that Indigenous peoples should organize.”

Lankard is spearheading an Indigenous kelp cooperative along with an alliance to help advance the
involvement of Indigenous communities in kelp farming. By working as a collective, he strives to “put
our minds together” to collaboratively overcome hurdles, like �guring out funding and permitting.

“Processors, canneries, big kelp corporations – or even the �shermen for that matter – are all going to
get their share, but I can tell you right now, the Indigenous peoples are not,” said Lankard. “So that’s why
I’m helping to organize them to give them the opportunity to be a part of this rapidly growing industry.”

This Maine company thinks kelp buoys
and oyster farming can save the ocean
through carbon capture and sequestration

Maine-based Running Tide uses carbon-capture and oyster farming
techniques – using both low and high technology – to restore ocean
health.

Global Seafood Alliance
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The lack of regulation for kelp aquaculture was also highlighted as a key challenge, especially in terms
of risk management. For instance, Clark said that kelp farmers in B.C. currently fall under the
regulations for shell�sh aquaculture.

“We take a cautious approach to producing kelp without a lot of regulations in B.C. and we have
actually [modeled it after] Alaska,” said Clark. “For instance, we only take parent stock from 50
kilometers [30 miles] around our farms. So we’re trying to navigate how to be sustainable and
environmentally conscious when growing kelp in the ocean without regulations.”

There’s also a knowledge gap on selective breeding of kelp (https://theconversation.com/can-
selective-breeding-of-super-kelp-save-our-cold-water-reefs-from-hotter-seas-170271) – an
agricultural technique used to identify kelp with naturally higher tolerance to harsh growing conditions.
While Price cited a successful research program in South Korea to selectively breed more thermally
tolerant kelp, these techniques are generally not accepted by most policymakers as of yet. That leaves
the industry guessing at best practices.

“There are two ways to make this a conservative approach: one is to use very localized populations so
that you’re not introducing any new genetic material to that population,” said Price. “And two, harvest
the seaweed before it becomes reproductive or generate non-fertile individuals through selective
breeding to [avoid] reproducing and putting genetic material back into the population.”

‘The world needs a plan’
In the �nal segment of the webinar, the discussion turned to how (or whether) the seaweed industry
could participate in the carbon credit system. Going forward, Price emphasized the need to implement
tools and procedures to verify the carbon sequestration process of kelp farms.

“There are methodologies developed speci�cally for kelp farmers to be able to access carbon credits,”
said Price. “But we [want to avoid] greenwashing territory, where there are opportunities to claim carbon
offsets and value without any oversight. I just hope that people can educate themselves as to the
difference between those two processes and target those that follow an evidence-based approach for
sequestration.”

We have to change our relationship with the ocean

and our food source because we’re running out of

time.
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Thinking about the future of kelp farming, Lanark is more concerned about “a different kind of ROI” and
the urgency to address the climate crisis.

“To me, it’s about healing, restoration, mitigation, conservation and survival as a human race,” said
Lankard. “We have to change our relationship with the ocean and our food source because we’re
running out of time. We have this opportunity to do something good for the ocean, but the world needs
a plan. I don’t see that happening quick enough.”

Despite the challenges ahead, the panelists remain optimistic about where the kelp farming industry
may eventually land. As Clark said, kelp aquaculture can provide “a lot of solutions,” and lead to a shift
away from land-based foods.

“When we’re thinking about farming, kelp aquaculture provides probably the least amount of risk, in
terms of not taking any more food, land or fresh waters, and not using any chemicals or fertilizers,” said
Clark. “We have a great future and I want to see it �ourish.”

Watch the recorded webinar (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5tceLEKttA).

Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GSA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GSA_Advocate)
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